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Abstract: Automated Strategy Vaults perform yield-generating activities allowing
investors to take a more passive approach. The more innovative ideas of this sector
are built with an omnichain approach and leverage complex financial tools to create
easy-to-use products for investors. Some of the projects included in this paper are
built on top of existing functioning products, referred to as “blue chips”, to enhance
capital efficiency and create marginal innovation. The Ethereum Virtual Machine
(EVM) is the house of the most interesting innovations in this space with all of the
protocols analyzed below building on top of EVM-compatible chains.
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Note: throughout this paper, we refer to the industry we operate in as DeFi. We believe that a better
representation of this would be better named OpFi but we decided to keep the commonly used term for
clarity. Some of the protocols mentioned in the paper may have had investments and involvements with
Alameda Research. Considering recent events, we recommend conducting proper due diligence on their
engagement with the firm.

Introduction
In the past two installments, yield optimizers and DeFi Option Vaults were the central topics.
Both vault types have proven to be extremely popular products in the DeFi space as they provide
relatively high yield whilst taking care of the time-consuming asset management from the user. Protocols
like Yearn, BadgerDAO and Ribbon have proven to be reliable platforms continuously working on
optimizing their product suite.

That being said, the crypto industry grows and innovates at a rapid pace. New technology like
LayerZero’s omni-chain solution gets further developed and builders keep finding ways to create new
products and advanced strategies. This is truly what makes the DeFi space one of a kind and one we all
follow passionately.

In this paper, we go over four projects that are building an innovative product either tech-wise or
strategy-wise. Some of these projects have huge backings, others are built as a hobby. We hope that,
again, this paper can serve as inspiration for builders and as an insightful informative piece for investors.
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Rage Trade

Website URL: https://rage.trade/

Chain(s): Arbitrum. Plans to support Ethereum, Avalanche, BNB and Polygon.

Token: No token yet.

Fee structure: on performance.10%

Rage Trade aims to become an omnichain perpetual swap protocol powered by and𝐸𝑇𝐻 𝑈𝑛𝑖𝑠𝑤𝑎𝑝 𝑣3
Layer Zero. The platform’s core features are:

a) An perpetual exchange with up to leverage;𝐸𝑇𝐻 10 ×
b) Omnichain recycled liquidity;
c) Yield generating vaults.80 − 20

The protocol leverages the capital efficiency of the concentrated liquidity model invented by Uniswap to
power its perps.

Omnichain recycled liquidity takes liquidity from a particular pool to facilitate trade on the platform.
Basically, the user provides liquidity to two venues simultaneously; First by depositing to an AMM,
money market, or derivatives protocol, and then by recycling the pool shares into Rage’s vaults. These

vaults accept different LP positions as collateral and recycle the shares to provide liquidity in80 − 20
Rage’s perp. The vault earns additional yield on the LP position while replicating the payoff of an𝐸𝑇𝐻

LP in Uniswap v2. Eighty percent of the deposited capital is LP’d on an external protocol𝐸𝑇𝐻 − 𝑈𝑆𝐷
and the remaining is used to provide concentrated liquidity on Rage Trade.20%
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Rage Trade omnichain recycled liquidity, 3six9 Cognitio.

This vault design achieves three goals:

a) Extra yield generation - as they earn initial farming rewards, additional yields from Rage’s yield
generating services, platform’s trading fees and liquidity mining rewards;

b) Isolated risk - the majority of holdings earn yield in a third party farm;
c) Uniswap v2 payoff - as the IL on the vaults closely simulates a Uniswap v2 payoff.

Initially, the entirety of the TVL resides on a third-party platform. Rage’s vaults rely on three core
operations to generate additional yield to that TVL: Rebalance PnL, Update Range, and Reset Liquidity.
As the price of moves, the vault becomes either short or long on the perps. The rebalancing𝐸𝑇𝐻
operation realizes the PnL from the perp positions and transfers the asset to/from the yield-generating
service. At this point the concentrated liquidity position may hold an imbalance of or .𝑣𝐸𝑇𝐻 𝑣𝑈𝑆𝐷𝐶
Operations then aim at withdrawing the current range order and deploying a new range with equal parts of
the two tokens centred around the new prices, with the goal of maintaining balanced amounts of liquidity
around the said price.

After a large price movement, the vault could have accumulated a large perp position and once the size of
this position surpasses of the vault’s TVL, liquidity is redeployed based on the new vault size. The20%
vault is, either way, forced to close its position slowly to give arbitrageurs time to correct price
discrepancies thus not exposing investors to sizable slippage.

The Perp is powered by using a Virtual Automated Market Maker (vAMM) design.𝐸𝑇𝐻 𝑈𝑛𝑖𝑠𝑤𝑎𝑝 𝑣3
The vAMM pool holds synthetic representations of underlying tokens in the spot markets and traders use
these virtual tokens to place orders on the protocol. This allows traders to withdraw and trade with
unrealized PnL and LPs to recycle their liquidity into Rage’s perp.𝐸𝑇𝐻
Deep liquidity for the perp is achieved thanks to the omnichain recycled liquidity and the vaults.80 − 20
An additional funding rate mechanism, dubbed forward guidance, has been designed to align funding
rates with CEX ones.
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Rage Trade is not exactly an active liquidity management protocol. However, it does have a vault product
on top of Uniswap v3, hence it is included here. The protocol has the ambition to become an omnichain

perpetual protocol and leverages the capital efficiency of the concentrated liquidity model to power𝐸𝑇𝐻
its dApp.

They leverage two key building blocks for their product: LayerZero and the concept of recycled liquidity.
LayerZero is used to pull liquidity from various chains into a single pool. On top of that, the concept of
recycled liquidity takes liquidity from other venues and makes it even more productive as a small share is
used in Rage Trade. This allows the liquidity to be deployed in two venues at the same time.

The protocol is backed by a large group of DeFi influencers, investors and builders, among others are
CMS Holdings, 3AC, DeFi Frog, Tetranode, Robot Ventures, 0xTuba, and DCF God.

The platform it’s running a bug bounty and it has been audited by Quantstamp and PeckShield.$50𝑘
High-profile finds have been detected but all of them have been resolved.

Pros Cons

Amplified liquidity provision with additional
yield generation.

The team multisig has the ability to override the
funding rate settings.

Built on top of LayerZero to become an
omnichain protocol.

Presence of DeFi influential people on the team.
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Liqui Hedgehog

Website URL: https://liqui.space/

Chain: Ethereum.

Token: No token.

Fee structure: No fees.

Liqui Space is a project that has created an automated trading strategy on top of Uniswap v3 and Squeeth.
As of writing, the project is still in an experimental phase and unaudited. Therefore, the product is
deemed to be risky, but we’ve decided to include it mainly because of the novel combination of
concentrated liquidity and Squeeth.

Liqui Hedgehog is the only live vault as of now and aims to follow adelta-neutral strategy. Under the
hood, the vault is built around the pool on Uniswap v3 and Squeeth by Opyn. The vault𝑊𝐸𝑇𝐻 − 𝑈𝑆𝐷𝐶
performs what is referred to as Hedgehog, an automated trading strategy that provides liquidity to the

pool and hedges impermanent loss providing liquidity for the pool. This𝐸𝑇𝐻 − 𝑈𝑆𝐷𝐶 𝑜𝑆𝑄𝑇𝐻 − 𝐸𝑇𝐻
creates a synthetic yield-bearing portfolio that earns trading fees from providing liquidity on𝐸𝑇𝐻
Uniswap v3 while still keeping linear exposure.𝐸𝑇𝐻

The reasoning behind the choice of this combination is clear. While the pool has a payoff𝐸𝑇𝐻 − 𝑈𝑆𝐷𝐶
with a negative convexity, the has a positive convexity and by combining them together𝑜𝑆𝑄𝑇𝐻 − 𝐸𝑇𝐻
the strategy gets a portfolio with a linear payoff. The strategy earns trading fees from both of the𝐸𝑇𝐻
pools while paying only funding cost for the long position.𝑜𝑆𝑄𝑇𝐻
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payoff, Liqui Documentation.𝑜𝑆𝑄𝑇𝐻 − 𝐸𝑇𝐻

This approach tries to adapt to different market conditions by taking into consideration historical and
expected price fluctuations. The reaction is an adjustment of the parameters of weight and liquidity ranges
based on the observed volatility.

Naturally, the underperforms on the upside due to impermanent loss, whereas the𝑊𝐸𝑇𝐻 − 𝑈𝑆𝐷𝐶 𝐸𝑇𝐻
long Squeeth position outperforms due to its convex character. Combined, they recreate a classic𝐸𝑇𝐻

hold position or at least come close to mimicking it.𝐸𝑇𝐻

The strategy targets performance in and mainly makes a profit on the trading volume of the featured𝐸𝑇𝐻
pools. The final payoff looks like this:

𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑓𝑖𝑡𝑠 = 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑓𝑒𝑒𝑠 + 𝐼𝑉 𝑎𝑟𝑏𝑖𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒
𝐿𝑜𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑠 =  𝑙𝑜𝑛𝑔 𝑆𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑒𝑡ℎ 𝑓𝑢𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑟𝑒𝑏𝑎𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑠 𝑠𝑙𝑖𝑝𝑝𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑠

Therefore we can conclude that this is a strategy that performs best during high-volume types of markets.
Liqui Space is an interesting protocol that has created an accessible, structured product around
concentrated liquidity and implied volatility. Through iterations and careful modeling, the team has
chosen a set of safe and reliable parameters such as price ranges and position ratios to earn substantial
fees from both pools whilst remaining delta-neutral. The vault is an interesting option for those who are
long on and want to earn fees in a close to delta-neutral fashion.𝐸𝑇𝐻

The risks involved in this product are the obvious smart contract risks, not only on Liqui’s side but also
for Uniswap and Opyn’s Squeeth contracts. There may be high fees involved for maintaining a long
Squeeth position that can eat into the position and losses may be incurred during rebalances.

Pros Cons

Innovative yield-generating product that mimics
the payoff graph of Ethereum hodl position.

Unaudited, experimental vault that bears a lot of
risk. As of writing, there is only a team member,
Yevhen.
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Able to offer no fees at the moment. Very little traction with only in TVL - which$26𝑘
is around of the deposit cap.20%

In situations of high demand, Squeeth fees can be
considerably high and significantly eat into the
strategy’s position.
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STFX

Website URL: https://stfx.io/

Chain: Arbitrum.

Token: No token.

Fee structure: 15% on performance, charged only if profitable.

STFX has built an innovative vault iteration focused on short-term asset management. A lot of the
protocols discussed in this paper focus on long-term and continuous management of deposited capital and
mainly involve automated yield-capturing strategies. STFX noticed the thriving crypto trading community
and came up with the idea to leverage the expertise of these traders into a DeFi vault product. There is a
huge demand for copy trading, but a lack of proper tools. A classic example is the many closed, paid
groups that retail users can subscribe to in order to receive trading signals from their favourite traders.
Often the retail users are still responsible for the execution of the trade, so STFX has built a platform with
a straightforward product that makes copy-trading monetizable for traders and easy-to-copy for retail
users.

Traders can turn their trade idea or opportunity into a vault with pre-determined parameters, such as stop
loss, take profit, or leverage. Other traders are able to deposit into the vault and leave the execution to the
contract. Once the trade is initiated, the management of the trade is automatically taken care of. Every
vault is a single trade and after the stop loss or take profits are triggered, the funds are returned to the user.

The vault presents short-term, high-risk/high-reward trade opportunities and solely focuses on that single
opportunity. By using STFX, traders are in a position to monetize their knowledge and build a transparent
track record. As their performance history grows, their vaults will be able to house more capital resulting
in more fees.

The protocol charges a fee on all profits of which go to the manager and to the protocol.20% 15% 5%
Out of the protocol share, go to stakers and to the treasury. Besides the portion of protocol80% 20%
revenue, token stakers receive fee rebates and gain privileged access to oversubscribed vaults.

The platform has yet to be audited and is backed by various funds and lots of crypto influencers. Their
roadmap features the introduction of other investment assets, as currently only is accepted, and𝑈𝑆𝐷𝐶
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moreover they plan to introduce the support of spot and options trading, enhanced analytics, optimized
vault execution, a native token, and a favourite tier system for token holders.

Pros Cons

Allows traders to be able to monetize their
expertise. Retail users have an easy platform to
leverage their knowledge.

Strongly relying on VC funding. (10+ firms)

The platform has turned over in volume$1 𝑚𝑙𝑛
with capped vaults deposit at .$1000

With the trades being open-source, it begs the
question of how MEV will impact vault
performance.

Little market traction as of writing.

Backed by tens of crypto Twitter influencers ( ) with notable names being Nic Carter, Will50 +
Clemente, Pompiliano and CryptoCondom.
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Robo Vault

Website URL: https://robo-vault.com/

Chain(s): Avalanche, Fantom.

Token: No token.

Fee structure: on performance.20%

Robo Vault offers delta-neutral yield strategies on Fantom and Avalanche using off-chain computation.

The protocol is built on the architecture of Yearn V2 smart contracts and all of Robo’s vaults are
single-asset vaults. This means that the user only has to deposit one asset, like , , or . 𝑈𝑆𝐷𝐶 𝑤𝐵𝑇𝐶 𝑤𝐸𝑇𝐻
Each vault follows a different strategy, but they all come down to a similar process that looks as follows:

1) A portion of the deposited assets are allocated to a lending pool and a secondary token is
borrowed;

2) A hedged LP position is created and deployed in a high APY yield farm;
3) Off-chain keepers watch the position and auto-compound the rewards and/or rebalance the vault

holding to mitigate IL.

The rebalancing is triggered when the collateral in the lending pools goes above or below certain
thresholds or when the debt goes below a certain threshold. The goal of this model is to maximize returns
and maintain delta-neutral by managing the lending position and the LP position. This neutrality is
achieved by minimizing impermanent loss and managing the collateral ratio within specific price bands to
prevent liquidation.
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Robo Vault Mechanics, 3six9 Cognitio.

To upkeep their operations, Robo Vault runs three different keepers: one from Gelato, one from
Chainlink, and a custom keeper that lives on a cloud service provider. This is done to increase reliability
and redundancy. Both Gelato and the custom keeper are centralized, but by making use of three different
solutions, Robo Vault aims to diversify their operations dependency.
The protocol has been audited by Entropy and Solidity Finance.

Pros Cons

Enhanced yield on single-sided staked assets. Hard to scale with more liquidity due to dilution
of the farms.

Utilizes leverage via on-chain lending pools
which introduce additional risks.
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GMD

Website URL: https://gmdprotocol.com/

Chain: Arbitrum.

Token: GMD.

Fee structure: on performance.30%

GMD is a protocol that was recently launched on Arbitrum and offers vault products built on top of the
decentralized perpetual platform GMX.

The strategy vaults provided by the platform are implied to be ‘pseudo-delta-neutral’ and are entirely built
around GMX’s index token called . This token acts as ‘the house’ and is made up of various crypto𝐺𝐿𝑃
assets that are tradeable on GMX. The token incentives users to deposit those assets and mint GLP as it
can be staked to earn of the fees generated by the platform in . Over the past couple of months,70% 𝐸𝑇𝐻
GMX has proven to have found market fit and has generated in fees, making an attractive$22 𝑚𝑙𝑛 𝐺𝐿𝑃
investment vehicle.

GMD allows users to deposit and be exposed to a single asset whilst enjoying compounded yield derived
from GLP’s model. Vault stakers can turn in BTC, ETH, or USDC that is converted into corresponding

, interest-bearing ERC-20 tokens. In the back end, all assets are turned into yield-generating𝑔𝑚𝑑𝐴𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑡𝑠
GLP.
The vaults are subject to deposit and withdrawal periods, and stakers can exit their positions on Sundays.

Thirty-percent of the platform fees are redistributed back to the team and the rest is distributed to GMD
token stakers. Besides , also earns which is used to grow GMD’s multiplier value on the𝐸𝑇𝐻 𝐺𝐿𝑃 𝑒𝑠𝐺𝑀𝑋
GMX platform and allows them to grow their yield over time.

There is obviously risks involved in this model as the deposits cannot be exactly delta-neutral to the
exposure to . That is why the team has decided to introduce a token that absorbs the volatility risk.𝐺𝐿𝑃
The protocol has come up with the idea to implement a token reserve that absorbs the𝐺𝑀𝐷
underperformance of a single-staking vault to impermanent loss. This means that with the introduction of
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a token and a reserve, the risk of volatility is shifted from the vaults to the token. This splits the𝐺𝑀𝐷
revenue derived from in two separate streams. The safer protocol revenue from GMX is distributed to𝐺𝐿𝑃
single-asset stakers; while the more volatile downside and upside risk because of ’s volatility is𝐺𝐿𝑃
distributed to the token.𝐺𝑀𝐷

In their roadmap, the protocol has planned to expand its operation to other perpetual platforms and
potentially other chains.
Recently, 3xcalibur and GMD have announced a partnership to migrate the protocol’s liquidity to Neo
Camelino.

Pros Cons

Pseudo-delta-neutral product built on top of GMX,
offering investors more flexibility in constructing
their portfolio.

The thirty percent performance fee kills profits.

Shifting risk from liquidity providers to𝐺𝐿𝑃
token holders and stakers and thereby𝐺𝑀𝐷

creating two new yield-generating assets.

The platform is unaudited.

Presence of a token reserve that absorbs the𝐺𝑀𝐷
underperformance of a single-staking vault to
impermanent loss.
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Y2K Finance

Website URL: https://y2k.finance/

Chain: Arbitrum.

Token: Y2K.

Fee structure: 5% on Hedge and Risk Vaults deposits. No fee charged for the Risk Vault if peg
is maintained.

Y2K Finance has built speculative vaults for exotic derivatives, more specifically stablecoins. Branded as
Earthquake, these vaults allow users to speculate on depeg events of the underlying (stable) assets.
Currently, Y2K is live in an initial farm offering (IFO) phase with vaults for a select few stablecoins
( , , , , and ). In the IFO phase, users are incentivized to use the vaults by𝑈𝑆𝐷𝑇 𝑈𝑆𝐷𝐶 𝑀𝐼𝑀 𝐹𝑅𝐴𝑋 𝐷𝐴𝐼
earning Y2K tokens through an incentive program. The protocol has successfully attracted in$10. 5 𝑚𝑙𝑛
TVL and in their first epoch experienced two depeg events on and that have proven the𝑀𝐼𝑀 𝑈𝑆𝐷𝑇
mechanics of the protocol. The unfortunate events around FTX and the broader crypto market have turned
out to be a perfect test environment for Y2K.

Their core product, Earthquake, is composed of two-sided vaults that can best be interpreted as an
insurance product for stablecoins or as binary options on depeg events. Each included asset comes with
two vaults, the Risk vault and the Hedge vault, that represent the two sides of the bet. During the deposit
phase, users are able to enter a position in either or both vaults by depositing and in return receive𝐸𝑇𝐻

receipt tokens. Note that these positions will be semi-fungible and will be exchanged in𝐸𝑅𝐶 − 1155
Wildfire, a native order book that the team is developing. Y2K Finance uses Chainlink price feeds to
monitor the depeg events. These pricefeeds have to register a price at or below the strike price in order to
trigger a depeg event. The use of oracles opens the protocol up for oracle attacks.

Depositors to the Risk vault are expecting the underlying asset to maintain its peg, these users are the
underwriters of the depeg risk and can be interpreted as option writers. By depositing to the Risk vault,
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users are creating a liquid market for the Hedge depositors and receive a pro-rata claim on premiums paid
by Hedge depositors.

On the other hand, depositors to Hedge vaults are basically purchasing options and betting on a depeg
event for the underlying vault asset. By depositing to this vault, the user is buying a binary option and is
getting paid in case of a depeg event. In fact, Hedge depositors receive Risk deposited assets pro-rata
when that happens.

Y2K Vault mechanics, 3six9 Cognitio.

As of writing, only selected stablecoins are available, but the roadmap mentions the addition of other
assets, like , , and . These are possibilities and may not end up being implemented.𝑠𝑡𝐸𝑇𝐻 𝑉𝑆𝑇 𝑈𝑆𝐷𝑁
Furthermore, Y2K works on an AMM called Wildfire which allows users to sell their ERC-1155 receipt
token to exit their position early. This would improve the flexibility of vault users even more and increase
the liquidity of the product.

Y2K has been incubated by New Order, a venture DAO, and has been audited by Halborn, Peckshield
and Code4Arena. Two high-severity findings detected and still unresolved.

Pros Cons

Unseen product that allows users to capitalize on
both assets maintaining the peg and depeg events.

The protocol design makes it really vulnerable to
oracle attacks.

The incoming development of Wildfire, an
orderbook market for the vaults positions, will
allow investors to have more flexibility
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Earthquake’s hedge vaults can be very useful for
those who are holding large amounts of pegged
assets.

Conclusion
We are delighted to see that besides normal yield optimizers there are countless protocols building new
and innovative yield-generating models. Most of them focus on creating pseudo-delta-neutral vaults that
ensure investors' exposure to a single asset, so they can adjust their expectations and structure their
portfolios more carefully. These vaults take away volatility risk by introducing a more complex money
management model or by breaking down an index token as is the case for GMD.

Another interesting development is the announced JonesDAO delta maximal vault. This will allow j𝑈𝑆𝐷𝐶
depositors to lend to the vault creating another layer on top of both GMX and existing Jones𝑈𝑆𝐷𝐶 𝑗𝐺𝐿𝑃
products. Both vault depositors are in the position to earn increased yields on their assets. The Jones team
has forecasted a yield on and on .6% − 8% 𝑗𝑈𝑆𝐷𝐶 60% 𝑗𝐺𝐿𝑃

As the space is moving towards an omnichain approach with the different Layer 2 scaling solutions, the
importance of LayerZero as a connecting hub is becoming more and more tangible.
As of writing, LayerZero connects the various EVM-chains with one another and features one major
protocol, Stargate DEX. Over the past couple of months, TVL has been shifting from L1 chains such as
Solana and Fantom to migrate to L2s like Arbitrum and Optimism. With the expected launch of zkEVM
chains such as StarkNet, Polygon Hermez and zkSync that introduce even more scalability, we can expect
more inter-asset flows between Ethereum layers. Protocols built on-top of LayerZero are in the prime
position to capitalize on these potential developments by offering chain-agnostic yield products.

In the end, we envision that many of these protocols will continue to optimize their products and seek
partnerships with other money lego’s in the ecosystem to increase revenues and profitability. We can
already perceive this happening on Arbitrum where several protocols are building on top of each other,
including 3xcalibur that provides the vote escrow and bribing model to the Arbitrum ecosystem. This can
be used to enhance liquidity on-chain without giving up native tokens through emissions.
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